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About this Paper 

This paper examines the structure of academic programs in American madrasas in light of the history 
of the development of Islamic higher education in South Asia and the Middle East, and in light of the 
current state of Islamic higher education in the US. It makes concrete recommendations for 
improving the ʿĀlim Course both in terms of structure and content. It is the first in a series of policy 
papers that seek to provide a conceptual framework for reimagining and reconstituting the 
educational programs currently offered in the US for training Ḥanafī ʿulamā. Although primarily 
addressed to those affiliated with Deobandī madrasas, it should also be useful for those generally 
interested in Islamic higher education.  

The paper can be cited as follows: Aamir Bashir, “Madrasas and Islamic Higher Education in the US: 
Toward Standardization,” Madrasa Affairs, https://sites.google.com/view/madrasaaffairs/policy.  
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 بسم هللا الرمحن الرحيم

وعلى صحبه أمجعني الطاهرين والصالة والسالم على رسوله الكرمي وعلى آله الطيبني  
 

1.0: INTRODUCTION1 

There are a variety of institutions of Islamic higher education in the US. Many of them are 

modeled after the institutions that developed in the Muslim world. These include formal ones 

such as madrasas (Islamic seminaries) and Islamic universities, and informal ones such as 

ḥalaqas (study circles). Besides these, there also exist institutions modeled on Western colleges 

and universities. In this bewildering array of Islamic studies programs, the general public is often 

left wondering who exactly is qualified to speak about Islam and who is an Islamic scholar.  

Of the various categories listed above, Deobandī madrasas constitute an important 

segment, perhaps even the largest. Moreover, a large number of the Imams serving in American 

mosques have received their educational and vocational training in Deobandī madrasas in the US 

or overseas (South Asia, southern Africa, UK and other parts of North America).2 The 6-8 year 

long ʿĀlim Course that these individuals complete provides comprehensive training in all 

branches of Islamic learning, viz. ʿulūm ʿāliya (higher sciences) and ʿulūm āliya (ancillary 

sciences). Despite their prominent presence in the American Muslim landscape, there is 

considerable confusion among the American Muslim community at large and among many 

Deobandī madrasa graduates themselves as to how their training should be described. Is it 

equivalent to a BA or an MA or something entirely different?  

In this paper, I have tried to unpack the conceptual confusion regarding Deobandī 

madrasas and their academic programs. I begin by looking at the history of madrasas in general 

and of Deobandī madrasas in particular. After briefly discussing the development of Islamic 

colleges and universities in the Arab world, I take a closer look at the contents of the ʿĀlim 

                                                 

1 This paper is a significantly expanded version of an earlier one circulated among Chicago-based ʿulamā last year.  

   
2 Although madrasa is an Arabic word meaning school and in principle, can refer to any school, religious or 

otherwise, it has acquired a distinct religious meaning in modern South Asia. There, when used without a qualifier, 

it refers to an educational institution that offers a comprehensive multi-year course in Islamic studies often dubbed 

the ʿĀlim Course. It is different from a madrasat taḥfīẓ al-Qur’ān, which is dedicated to the memorization of the 

Qur’an, and from a maktab which is an evening part-time school offering basic instruction in reading the Qur’an and 

basics of Islam.  
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Course offered in these madrasas. Then, I try to offer a preliminary classification of the various 

streams of Islamic higher learning in the US including a comparison of their respective strengths 

and weaknesses. The goal is to see if it is possible to imagine a standard for all forms of Islamic 

higher education in the US. I end the paper by making two major recommendations. Firstly, I 

suggest restructuring the existing ʿĀlim Course into a three-tiered system comprising a 2-year 

Foundations Diploma, a 4-year BA and a 2-year MA. Secondly, I call for the creation of a 1-year 

transitional MA program for existing madrasa graduates that would provide them with exposure 

to and awareness of the Western context in which they operate.  

 

2.0: HISTORY OF ISLAMIC (HIGHER) EDUCATION3 

Literally, a madrasa refers to any place where studying or teaching take place. Considering this 

basic meaning of madrasa, it would be fair to say that the first madrasas in Islamic history can be 

traced to the time of the Prophet, Allah bless him and his family and give them peace. That is to 

say, places like Dār al-Arqam in Makka or the ṣuffa (platform) in the Prophet’s Mosque 

(Madīna) were the earliest madrasas.4 However, it is also true that the Prophet, Allah bless him 

and his family and give them peace, or his Companions, Allah be pleased with them, never used 

the term madrasa. If anything, they used terms like ḥalaqa, ḥalaqat al-ʿilm (knowledge circle), 

and majlis (sitting). During early Islamic history (era of the salaf), most gatherings of knowledge 

took place in mosques and some in the houses of ʿulamā.  

The use of mosques as the main site for the transmission of Islamic knowledge continued 

well into the fourth/tenth century. Famous ancient Islamic educational institutions such as al-

Azhar and al-Qarawiyyīn were built as mosques, and used as teaching spaces as well. Since the 

mosques could not be used for lodging of students, eventually khāns (hostels) began to be built 

                                                 

3 For a brief overview (with references) of the evolution of madrasas in the Muslim world, see Encyclopaedia of 

Islam, Second Edition, s.v. “Madrasa,” accessed June 23th, 2018, 

http://dx.doi.org.proxy.uchicago.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0610. 

  
4 This is something one often hears in the rhetoric coming out of madrasas when madrasa students are compared to 

aṣḥāb al-ṣuffa or are referred to as the guests of the Prophet (mehmānān-i rasūl), Allah bless him and his family and 

give them peace. Madrasa authorities in South Asia use this comparison when raising funds for their madrasas or 

when trying to defend the Islamic nature of their institutions in the face of governmental and/or public pressure for 

“reform.” 

http://dx.doi.org.proxy.uchicago.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0610
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adjacent to mosques. The masjid-khān complexes soon evolved into purpose-built madrasas with 

a single endowment that provided studying/teaching space and lodging under one roof, and also 

provided stipends to students and staff. Often these madrasas were built adjacent to mosques.  

The new institution of the madrasa was heavily promoted by the famous Seljuk vizīr 

Niẓām al-Mulk (d. 1092) who established madrasas all over the Seljuk Empire, generously 

funded them, and used them as means of propagating Sunnīsm in general and Ashʿarī theology 

and Shāfiʿī fiqh in particular. Later, the Ayyubids and Mamluks in Egypt & Syria, the Ottomans 

in the Middle East, Europe & Africa, the various Islamic dynasties in South Asia, and Muslim 

elites all over the Muslim world adopted the madrasa model and supported it through official and 

private endowments. As such, madrasas became important vehicles for the transmission of 

Islamic knowledge.  

 

2.1: Transmission of Knowledge in Islamic History  

But what exactly changed in the switch from informal study circles to madrasas? For this, we 

have to examine the nature of Islamic learning and teaching. For most of its history, Islamic 

education has been heavily focused on the person of the teacher and the student, starting with the 

Prophet, Allah bless him & his family, and give them peace, and his companions, Allah be 

pleased with them. This system was individualistic and organic in nature allowing for the 

varying speeds at which students would learn from their teachers. A person could spend as little 

as a few weeks or months with a teacher and as much as twenty years or so. Hence the 

proliferation of expressions like lāzamahu sinīn (the student constantly accompanied his teacher 

for years) in Islamic biographical literature.  

Although it is not easy to put a date on this, available research suggests that the idea of a 

formal ijāza developed early on, perhaps spurred by developments among scholars and narrators 

of Ḥadīth. Students received different kinds of ijāzas, of narration (riwāya), of teaching (tadrīs), 

and of fatwa (giving legal opinions). The idea of the ijāza was based on the premise that the 

student had mastered the text and was qualified to transmit it or teach it to others. In such a 

model, the teacher and student were the key components of the educational system. Later on, 

when madrasas were set up, they did cause some systematization of teaching but did not disturb 

the ijāza system. Madrasas’ main contribution was financial and logistical. The curriculum 
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evolved primarily at the hands of the ʿulamā and to a lesser extent through the conditions 

imposed by those setting up endowments. In other words, the madrasa remained in the 

background, meant only to facilitate what was still an individualistic and organic system 

centering on the student and the teacher.  

From the Seljuks in the fifth/eleventh century to the Ottomans in the tenth/sixteenth 

century and beyond, one can discern an increasing degree of bureaucratization and centralization. 

The madrasa as an institution became more important at the expense of the individual standing of 

the teacher. This was especially true of the madrasas located in Istanbul where the highest levels 

of Ottoman Islamic bureaucracy were tied to teaching positions in a hierarchy of madrasas, at the 

top of which was the Suleymaniye madrasa. Nevertheless, the teachers were not completely 

overshadowed since it was still they who gave the ijāza to the student.  

 

2.2: Madrasas in Modern South Asia 

Madrasas in precolonial Muslim India did not undergo the same level of centralization and 

bureaucratization as experienced by Ottoman madrasas and ʿulamā. Rather, it seems that the 

teachers retained their primacy in South Asian madrasas, with the madrasa lurking in the 

background as a mere facilitator in financial and logistical terms. This began to change in a 

significant manner with the founding of the madrasa at Deoband in 1866. The primacy of the 

teacher and his ijāza began to give way to that of the madrasa as an institution. This is why, in 

today’s Deobandī madrasas, students do not generally receive ijāza after completing a text 

except for one of the major works of Ḥadīth such as the Ṣiḥāḥ Sitta.5 The main “ijāza” that 

students now receive is the degree called shahadat al-ʿālimiyya. The first identification of many 

madrasa graduates today is not with their teachers but with their institution.  

So what caused the madrasa at Deoband to change the older system? The answer is to be 

found in 19th century British India. The individualistic and organic system of Islamic education 

in precolonial India had relied heavily on social and economic support from the Muslim 

                                                 
5 The Ṣiḥāh Sitta refer to the two Ṣaḥīḥ’s of al-Bukhārī and Muslim, Jāmiʿ al-Tirmidhī, Sunan Abī Dāwūd, Sunan al-

Nasā’ī, and Sunan Ibn Mājah.  
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community especially its elite.6 While Muslim society in India had been under severe strain 

during the first half of the 19th century, things came to a head with the failed war of 

independence of 1857. Severe repression at the hands of the British in the wake of the war took a 

particularly heavy toll on the Islamic educational system. Thousands of ʿulamā were murdered, 

many were jailed or exiled to the Andaman Islands (kāley pānī kī sazā). Moreover, the remaining 

endowments that supported Muslim institutions including educational ones were taken over by 

the British. To make matters worse, the British had already introduced their own mass education 

system and were actively trying to sideline indigenous religious educational systems including 

Muslim maktabs and madrasas.  

It was in these circumstances that Mawlānā Muḥammad Qāsim Nānautvī (d. 1880) and 

his colleagues who had been directly exposed to the mass education system introduced by the 

British in India, decided to appropriate it for their own purposes.7 Thus was founded the madrasa 

at Deoband, a formal institution with a set multi-year ʿĀlim Course, clear division of levels 

(darajāt), standard textbooks to be completed in a year, official examinations at year’s end, 

salaried staff, dedicated buildings and so on, things that at that time were associated with British 

models of education. The degree of standardization achieved at Deoband allowed its system to 

be easily replicated elsewhere, provided teachers and students were available, and the Muslim 

community could provide some financial support. This franchise model gradually caught on and 

today madrasas can be found all across South Asia and even beyond. According to some 

                                                 

6 For an in-depth study of this phenomenon, see Manāẓir Aḥsan Gīlānī, Pāk-o-Hind main Musalmānon kā niẓām-i 

taʿlim-o-tarbiyyat (Lahore: Maktaba Raḥmānia, n.d.) (originally published as Hindustān main Musalmānon kā 

niẓām-i taʿlim-o-tarbiyyat). One only has to compare the mass scale of the system adopted by Deobandīs and the 

limited scope of the one used at Farangī Maḥall, the original home of Dars-i Niẓāmī, to understand the limitations of 

the old individualistic system. For a detailed study of the school at Farangī Maḥall, see Francis Robinson, The 

ʿUlama of Farangi Mahall and Islamic Culture in South Asia (Lahore, Pakistan: Ferozsons, 2002). 

 
7 Among the people associated with the establishment of Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband and the six-month younger Maẓāhir 

al-ʿUlūm at Sahāranpūr were Mawlānā’s Aḥmad ʿAlī Sahāranpūrī (d. 1880), Qāsim Nānautvi, Rashīd Aḥmad 

Gangohī (d. 1905), Maẓhar Nānautvī (d. 1886), Yaʿqūb Nānautvī (d. 1886), and Shaykh al-Hind Maḥmud al-

Ḥasan’s father Zulfiqār ʿAlī (d. 1904). All of these had mainly studied with Mawlānā Mamlūk ʿAlī Nānautvī (d. 

1851) who was the head of the Oriental Studies department at Delhi College, an institution established by the British 

on the “ruins” of the old Madrasa Ghāziuddīn in Delhi. The British had divided it into two parts, one focused on 

Oriental studies and the other half focused on Occidental Studies. Among the early Deobandīs, Mawlānā’s Yaʿqūb 

and Zulfiqār later served in the British Department of Education as Inspectors of Schools. For more on Mawlānā 

Qāsim Nānautvi and his colleagues’ exposure to the British educational system and their appropriation of this 

system for Islamic mass education, see Manāẓir Aḥsan Gīlānī, Sawāniḥ Qāsmī (Deoband: Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband, 

n.d.), 2:233-235. For more details on Delhi College and its place in British-Indian intellectual exchange, see Margrit 

Pernau, ed., The Delhi College: Traditional Elites, the Colonial State, and Education before 1857 (New Delhi: 

Oxford University Press, 2006). 
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estimates, there are around 30,000 madrasas in South Asia and dozens more in those parts of the 

world where the South Asian Muslim diaspora is present such as the UK, Southern Africa (South 

Africa, Zambia) and North America.8 

As mentioned above, the institutional structure of Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband was more 

British than Indian or Islamic. However, what made it Islamic was the substance of what was 

taught there and the way it was taught. Hence, taʿlīm (transmission of knowledge) was coupled 

with tarbiyya (inculcation of correct practice) and the teachers actually cared about the ākhira 

(hereafter) of their students. If the founders of Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband had chosen to call it 

something else, i.e. a school, a college, a university, or an institute, it would not have taken away 

from its Islamic-ness. 

 

2.3: Islamic Universities 

We have already seen how the British introduced their educational system in India in the 

nineteenth century through public schools and colleges.9 In the case of the Ottoman Middle 

East,10 it was the Muslim elites themselves who began to establish educational institutions 

modelled on Western ones in a bid to produce better military officers, engineers, doctors, 

administrators, etc. Students were also sent to Europe to study languages, sciences, and military 

skills; European experts were brought in; and translation bureaus and printing presses were 

                                                 

8 While accurate figures are hard to come by, in 2002, the Pakistani federal minister for religious affairs put the total 

number of madrasas in Pakistan at 10,000 with a million to 1.7 million students enrolled for at least short periods of 

time. Perhaps a similar number could be estimated for India and Bangladesh. See Jamal Malik, Madrasas in South 

Asia: Teaching Terror? (New York: Routledge, 2008), 101, f.n.4. Interestingly, Deobandī-style madrasas can now 

also be found in Malaysia where there exist a significant number of Malays who have studied at Deobandī 

institutions in South Asia and/or are affiliated with the Tablīghī Jamāʿat. 

 
9 Colleges and universities as institutions of higher learning had emerged in Europe during the European 

Renaissance (12th to 14th centuries). According to George Makdisi, they were modelled on medieval Muslim 

madrasas. Francis Robinson agrees but others such as Jonathan Berkey have argued against this. For more details of 

the debate, see their respective works: George Makdisi, The Rise of Colleges: Institutions of Learning in Islam and 

the West (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1981); Francis Robinson, “Education,” in The New Cambridge 

History of Islam: Islamic Cultures and Societies to the End of the Eighteenth Century, vol. 4, ed. Robert Irwin 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 497-531; and Jonathan Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge in 

Medieval Cairo: A Social History of Islamic Education (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1992).   

 
10 I use the term Ottoman Middle East to refer to Turkey and the Arab East, i.e. Egypt, the Levant and Iraq. Egypt 

was effectively independent but was legally still a part of the Ottoman Empire.  
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introduced to make technical information more accessible.11 While Islamic madrasas and qāḍī 

courts were allowed to exist, secular schools and courts were established whose reach and 

influence soon began to eclipse that of their Islamic counterparts. Eventually Islamic education 

itself came to be affected through the creation of institutions like the Dār al-ʿUlūm in Cairo (est. 

1871/2), which sought to produce graduates with both Islamic and modern education.12 These 

new developments gradually increased the marginalization of older madrasa systems and of the 

ʿulamā in the Ottoman Empire. This was due not only to the creation of parallel educational and 

legal systems, but also to the growing reputation of the ʿulamā among the elites as obscurantists 

and opponents of progress.  

It was in this environment that one of the Azhari ʿulamā, Shaykh Muḥamamd ʿAbduh (d. 

1905) began to call for the reform (iṣlāḥ) of al-Azhar as part of his larger reform project. Initially 

rejected and ostracized by Azhari ʿulamā,13 he was finally able to affect concrete changes in al-

Azhar when he was appointed the Grand Mufti of Egypt in 1899. Sh. ʿAbduh’s plans for the 

reform of al-Azhar did not go as smoothly as he had desired and it took another half a century for 

al-Azhar to acquire the shape it has today. Some of these changes were internally initiated by Sh. 

ʿAbduh’s students but some had to be forced by Egyptian governments culminating in the 

infamous reforms imposed by the Nasser government in 1961 which turned al-Azhar into a 

comprehensive university with programs in all branches of learning, Islamic or otherwise.  

By this time, the idea of a college or a university had firmly taken hold in the Arab 

Middle East. Madrasas that had survived modernization under the Ottomans and the Egyptian 

Khedives, were systematically dismantled by Arab governments. The few that remained became 

Islamic secondary schools. Prominent examples include Madrasa Khusrawiyya of Aleppo, 

Madrasa Ṣawlatiyya of Makka and Madrasa Sharʿiyya (founded by Mawlānā Ḥusayn Aḥmad’s 

family) of Madīna. The exception to all this was the ḥalaqa system through which teaching and 

                                                 
11 During the same period, many Western missionary organizations also established schools and colleges in the 

Middle East. The American University of Beirut (est. 1866) and Robert College in Istanbul (est. 1863) date from this 

period. 

12 It is interesting to note that Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband was initially called a madrasa ʿarabiyya. Its name was 

changed to Dār al-ʿUlūm later on. It is not clear whether this change of name was a completely local affair or was 

inspired by the Dār al-ʿUlūm in Cairo.  

 
13 For more on this issue, see Indira Gesink, “Islamic Reformation: A History of Madrasa Reform and Legal Change 

in Egypt,” Comparative Education Review vol. 50, no. 3 (2006): 325-345. 
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learning also took place. It was tolerated, and continues to exist today but it has not been given 

any official recognition.  

During the second half of the twentieth century, several Islamic universities and Sharīʿa 

colleges (kulliyyat al-sharīʿa) were established. Prominent examples include the Islamic 

University in Madīna, the Kulliyat al-Sharīʿa of the University of Damascus, and the 

International Islamic Universities in Islamabad and Malaysia.14 Prior to its adoption of Western 

degrees (BA’s, MA’s and PhD’s) with designated majors,15 al-Azhar’s educational model 

followed a comprehensive curriculum, designed to produce generalists. This changed with the 

adoption of the new model. In the case of Saudi universities and International Islamic 

Universities, they were conceived from the beginning as following a Western educational 

structure with separate departments and majors such as uṣūl al-dīn, Qur’ān wa ʿulūmuh, Ḥadīth 

wa ʿulūmuh, fiqh wa uṣūluh, etc.  

 

3.0: THE MADRASA ʿĀLIM COURSE 

During the 19th century and the early part of the 20th century, the Deobandī ʿĀlim Course was a 

single program of study that was the equivalent of multiple levels of modern education, i.e. 

elementary, middle and high school, as well as undergraduate and even graduate education.16 

Built on the strengths of four different curricula that had emerged in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries in northern India,17 it provided extensive training in Arabic language and 

                                                 
14 Among the South Asian ʿulamā involved in the creation of the Madīna University was Mawlānā Abu al-Ḥasan 

ʿAli al-Nadwī (d. 1999), the muhtamim (rector) of Nadwat al-ʿulamā. For a quick overview of his biography 

including his engagement with Islamic universities in the Arab world, see 

http://abulhasanalinadwi.org/books/Biography.pdf. 

 
15 Modern higher education as it has developed in the West (North America and Europe) basically comprises, with 

some variations, a three tier system. The first stage is a BA (undergraduate degree) which involves general training 

in multiple areas of learning with greater focus on one among them called a “major.” The graduate/postgraduate 

degrees, MA and PhD, are more focused, and original research is a necessary aspect of a PhD program. When a 

person receives a PhD degree in a certain field, he is referred to by others as a scholar in that field.  

 
16 A good overview of some of the early debates about the goals of the ʿĀlim Course is given in Gīlānī, Sawāniḥ 

Qāsmī, 2:275-330. It should also be noted here that Mawlānā Qāsim Nānautvī, the main founder of Dār al-ʿUlūm 

Deoband, was open to the idea of madrasa graduates studying in secular institutions after completing their madrasa 

training. See Gīlānī, Sawāniḥ Qāsmī, 2:280-285. 

17 The Deoband curriculum was an amalgam of four distinct curricula prevalent in northern India in the 19th century. 

The foremost was the original dars-i niẓāmī, devised by Mawlāna Niẓām al-Dīn Sihālvī of Lucknow (d. 1748). It 

http://abulhasanalinadwi.org/books/Biography.pdf
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literature, ʿaqīda and kalām, fiqh and uṣūl al-fiqh, ḥadīth, and tafsīr, as well as manṭiq and 

falsafa. Those who completed the whole program were thoroughly trained generalists with the 

ability (istiʿdād) to become a naḥwī, a manṭiqī, an uṣūlī, a faqīh, a mutakallim, a mufassir or a 

muḥaddith, and so on, with further effort, be it through individual study, teaching, or research; 

and many did. The scholarly output of Deobandī ʿulamā in various Islamic sciences attests to 

that.18  

Nevertheless, it is also true that there were complaints from the early period about 

lowering of standards in the Deobandi madrasa system. These complaints were coming from 

those ʿulamā who had studied in the non-Deobandī individualistic system and felt that the 

Deobandī mass education system was prioritizing quantity over quality.19 People at the helm of 

Deobandī madrasas eventually recognized such issues, and began to offer specialized courses 

(takhaṣṣuṣāt) in fiqh wa iftā, ḥadith, and tafsīr. Based on my limited research, it seems that while 

the first Dār al-Iftā was established at Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband in 1892, the first takhaṣṣuṣ 

programs in iftā’ and Ḥadīth were started post-independence (after 1947) at Darul Uloom 

Karachi by Muftī Muḥammad Shafīʿ (d. 1976), and at Jamiʿat al-ʿUlūm al-Islāmiyya Banūrī 

Town by Mawlānā Yūsuf Banurī (d. 1977) respectively. That is, at least 80 years after the 

inception of Dar al-‘Ulūm Deoband.20 Of all these specializations, the takhaṣṣuṣ fi al-iftā 

specialization caught on and is now offered in all regions where Deobandī madrasas are located.  

                                                                                                                                                             
leaned heavily towards the rational sciences (maʿqūlāt) and fiqh. The second was the curriculum followed in 

Madrasa Raḥīmiyya of Shāh Walī Allāh of Delhī (d. 1762). It leaned heavily towards the transmitted sciences 

(manqūlāt). The third was the curriculum followed by the ʿulamā of Khayrābād. This was heavily oriented towards 

rational sciences. The fourth was the curriculum followed at Delhi College that placed significant emphasis on 

Arabic language and literature. For more on this, see Nūr al-Ḥasan Rāshid Kāndhlavī, “Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband aur 

Maẓāhir-i ʿUlūm Sāharanpūr kā sab say pehlā niṣāb-i taʿlīm: Is kī maʿnawiyyat-o jāmiʿiyyat aur dūr ras natā’ij-o 

samarāt,” Aḥwāl-o Āsār Muḥarram/Ṣafar/Rabīʿ al-Awwal (1429): 91-117. 

 
18 For a brief overview of the scholarly output of Deobandī ʿulamā, see the section on “Khidmāt-i Dār al-ʿUlūm” at 

http://www.darululoom-deoband.com/urdu/.  

 
19 Gīlānī, Sawāniḥ Qāsmī, 2:234 & 289. In recent years, there has been an even greater decline in the quality of 

teachers and students across madrasas around the world. There is a world of difference between studying a text ʿalā 

wajh al-taḥqīq and studying it with just a basic understanding of its translation. Moreover, there are many cases 

where a teacher improves his own understanding of a text considerably after teaching it for a few years but in the 

process imparts only superficial knowledge to several batches of students. 

 
20 Prior to the introduction of the various specializations, madrasa students’ training was limited to the ʿĀlim Course 

and that was seen to be sufficient for all Islamic sciences. It is mentioned about Mawlānā Ashraf ʿAlī Thānvī (d. 

1943) that he had starting giving fatwās while still a student in mawqūf ʿalayhi (the year before Dawrat al-Hadīth, in 

http://www.darululoom-deoband.com/urdu/
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The exact contents and length of the ʿĀlim Course at Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband underwent 

some changes in the early period, varying from 6 to 11 years, but eventually stabilized in the 

form of an 8-year program preceded by a few years of maktab level training that included 

Persian (later Urdu) and basic fiqh and ʿaqīda. Later still, many Deobandī madrasas began to 

describe their 8-year program in terms that corresponded to the modern system that was 

dominant in South Asia. This approach is employed to this day with some changes. In this 

classification, the breakdown of the ʿĀlim Course is as follows: 21  

Thānawiyya ʿĀmma (Grades 9 & 10): 2 years 

Thānawiyya Khāssa (Grades 11 & 12): 2 years 

ʿĀliyya (BA): 2 years  

ʿĀlimiyya (MA): 2 years 

In this system, students are expected to have completed 8 years of basic schooling 

(grades 1 through 8) before they embark on the ʿĀlim Course. As can be seen, this 8-year ʿĀlim 

Course is equivalent to four years of high school plus four years of college/university, which in 

the British-inspired South Asian system is equivalent to an MA in Arabic & Islamic studies 

(since the BA is only 2 years) but in the American system would be equal to a 4-year BA in 

Arabic & Islamic studies.22  

With respect to the takhaṣṣuṣ fi al-iftā’ programs offered at various madrasas around the 

world, there are variations. Many offer this specialization as a 2-year program, some offer it as a 

                                                                                                                                                             
which Mishkāt al-Maṣābīḥ is studied). The same is narrated about many other ʿulama including more recent ones 

such as Muftī Taqī ʿUsmānī.  

 
21 See Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband, “The System of Education,” accessed June 7, 2016, http://www.darululoom-

deoband.com/english/. Interestingly, the Deobandi Board of Madrasas in Pakistan, Wifāq al-Madāris al-ʿArabiyya 

Pakistan, has switched to a 9-year program with one year added to the Thānawiyya ʿĀmma stage. However, its 

equivalency to modern educational levels remains the same. Furthermore, Wifāq al-Madāris also provides guidance 

for an in-house middle school (3-years) curriculum, labeled mutawassiṭa. See Wifāq al-Madāris al-ʿArabiyya 

Pakistan, “Niṣāb-i taʿlīm li al-banīn” [Boys Curriculum], accessed June 7, 2016, 

http://www.wifaqulmadaris.org/downloads/NisabBnin1436.pdf.  

 
22 The question of recognition of a madrasa degree as an MA in Arabic & Islamic studies has been a contentious 

issue in South Asia. Sometimes, governments and local universities accept these degrees and sometimes they do not, 

mainly because of questions regarding the writing and research component of these Aalim Course’s. The case of 

Islamic universities in this regard is interesting. The International Islamic University Islamabad (IIUI), which offers 

4-year BA’s in various Islamic sciences, does not accept madrasa graduates directly into any of its MA programs. 

Rather, madrasa graduates are required to do one year of coursework and pass an entrance exam before they can be 

admitted to an MA program offered by IIUI. My understanding is that al-Azhar University and the Islamic 

University in Madina have even stricter policies in place. 

http://www.darululoom-deoband.com/english/
http://www.darululoom-deoband.com/english/
http://www.wifaqulmadaris.org/downloads/NisabBnin1436.pdf
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1-year program, and rarely, it is offered as a 3-year program, Darul Uloom Karachi being the 

only one, as far as I know. Many of the madrasas offering a takhaṣṣuṣ fi al-iftā’ program declare 

it to be the equivalent of a PhD degree. However, to the best of my knowledge, it has not yet 

been accepted by any accreditation agency, perhaps mainly because there is no secular PhD 

program that can be completed in one or two years.  

 

3.1: The ʿĀlim Course in Western Madrasas23 

Most of the madrasas that have been established outside of South Asia, viz. Southern Africa, UK 

and North America, do not offer an 8-year ʿĀlim Course. Rather, most of them tend to offer 6-7 

year programs. These programs generally achieve this reduced duration by removing most of the 

texts dealing with manṭiq (Sharḥ al-Tahdhīb and al-Quṭbī) and falsafa/kalām, as well as some 

texts of fiqh (Sharḥ al-Wiqāya) and uṣūl al-fiqh (al-Ḥusāmi and al-Tawḍīḥ wa al-Talwīḥ). 

Moreover, many of these non-South Asian madrasas also do not require their students to have 

completed 8 years of basic schooling before starting the ʿĀlim Course. To complicate matters, 

there are also many students who begin the ʿĀlim Course after having already completed their 

high school or even college degrees. 

The varying lengths of the ʿĀlim Course, and the lax enforcement of pre-ʿĀlim Course 

requirements in Western madrasas causes considerable confusion among those affiliated with 

them. South Asian madrasas, or at least the top leadership in these madrasas, seem to have a 

clearer understanding of the level of instruction being offered in their programs. Moreover, they 

have also attempted to align their system with the modern educational systems prevalent there. 

This has happened despite the history of Deobandī movement’s anti-colonial struggle against the 

British and the aversion of many rank and file Deobandīs to most things “modern/Western.”24 

Moreover, this is in line with the approach adopted by Mawlānā Nānautvī and his colleagues at 

the inception of Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband.  

                                                 

23 By Western madrasas, I refer to Deobandī madrasas located in Southern Africa, Europe and the Americas. I call 

them Western because they are located west of South Asia.  

 
24 It is interesting to note here that Arabic names for educational levels given above, viz. Thānawiyya ʿĀmma, 

Thānawiyya Khāssa, ʿĀliyya, and ʿĀlimiyya are used in-house by madrasa authorities while their modern equivalents 

are used while negotiating with accreditation authorities. This might explain the average madrasa graduate’s 

aversion to “modern” degrees such as BA’s and MA’s. 
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Considering the recent changes in curricula in South Asian madrasas, it becomes clear 

that they are not training students to become future mutakallims.25 In the case of Western 

madrasas, their further reduced curricula suggest that they have also given up on producing 

future uṣūlīs. Nevertheless, students still receive extensive training in fiqh, ḥadīth, tafsīr, and of 

course, classical Arabic. Training in classical Arabic comprises separate streams of texts in ṣarf, 

naḥw, inshā’, qirā’a, adab, and in some cases, poetry and prosody. For Ḥanafī fiqh, most 

Western madrasas teach at least four texts. In increasing order of advancement, these are Nūr al-

īḍāḥ of al-Shurunbulālī or al-Fiqh al-muyassar, the Mukhtaṣar of al-Qudūrī, Kanz al-daqā’iq of 

al-Nasafī, and al-Hidāya of al-Marghīnānī. For uṣūl al-fiqh, students study Uṣūl al-Shāshī 

followed by Nūr al-anwār of Mullā Jīwan. With respect to Ḥadith, the standard curriculum 

includes almost a dozen works. These are Zād al-ṭālibīn of Bulandshahrī, Riyāḍ al-ṣāliḥīn of al-

Nawawī, Mishkāt al-maṣābīḥ of al-Tibrīzī, the Ṣiḥāḥ Sitta, the two Muwaṭṭa’s of Imam Mālik 

and Imam Muḥammad, and Sharḥ maʿāni al-āthār of al-Ṭaḥāwī. For tafsīr, students are taught 

Urdu (and in some cases English) translation and commentary, and Tafṣir al-Jalālayn. In ʿaqīda 

and kalām, students study an Urdu work followed by al-ʿAqīda al-ṭaḥāwiyya and/or Sharḥ al-

ʿĀqā’id al-nasafiyya. 

As extensive as this training is, it is unfortunately still not possible to refer to an average 

madrasa graduate as a faqīh or a muḥaddith or a mufassir, exceptions notwithstanding. This is 

because of the absence of certain crucial elements required in producing experts. For fiqh, these 

missing elements include uṣūl al-iftā and qawāʿid fiqhiyya, not to mention familiarity with the 

contemporary context.26 For Ḥadīth, the missing element is lack of extensive training and 

application of ʿulūm al-ḥadīth,27 and with respect to Qur’ān, it is the absence of any robust 

                                                 
25 I have in mind here the reduction in the number of texts dealing with falsafa and kalām. The official curriculum at 

Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband as well as Wifāq al-Madāris Pakistan has moved from a very heavy maʿqūlāt component to a 

very light one. To compare the Dār al-ʿUlūm Deoband curricula dating from 1880, 1965, and the present, see, 

respectively, G. W. Leitner, The History of Indigenous Education in the Panjab since Annexation and in 1882 

(Patiala, India: Languages Department Punjab, 1971), 76-78;  Qārī Muḥammad Tayyib, Tārīkh Dār al-ʿUlūm 

Deoband (Karachi: Dār al-Ishāʿat, 1972), 33-46; and http://www.darululoom-deoband.com/English. Also see the 

current Wifāq al-Madāris Pakistan curriculum at http://www.wifaqulmadaris.org/downloads/NisabBnin1436.pdf.  

 
26 I have in mind here a deeper understanding of Western thought (especially modern & postmodern) and history of 

the modern world than can be gained by just reading or watching news.  

 
27 Most madrasas teach only one text of muṣtalaḥ al-ḥadīth, namely Nukhbat al-fikr or its commentary Nuzhat al-

naẓar.  

 

http://www.darululoomdeoband.com/
http://www.wifaqulmadaris.org/downloads/NisabBnin1436.pdf
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engagement with uṣūl al-tafsīr or ʿulūm al-Qur’ān.28 We have already seen that the limitations in 

madrasa training in ʿaqīda and kalām arise not only because of the reduced number of texts but 

also because of the absence of any firm grounding in manṭiq or falsafa.29 In light of all this, it 

would be fair to say that the ʿĀlim Course in a typical Western madrasa is designed to produce 

generalists although of somewhat lesser quality than that possible in South Asian madrasas.  

 

3.2: Why the Confusion about the ʿĀlim Course? 

It seems to me that the main reason why there is so much confusion about the ʿĀlim Course is its 

treatment as a single program of study whose equivalence with other educational programs is not 

always spelled out. Ironically, the equivalence is clearly stated as far as the official documents of 

South Asian madrasas are concerned but because of the double language used in madrasa 

documents (high school, BA & MA for dealing with the government and the media, and their 

Arabic equivalents within madrasas) and the rhetoric employed by madrasa staff regarding the 

unique nature of madrasas, the students rarely realize the level at which they have actually 

studied. Coupled with all the virtues that are recited about the high ranks of ʿulamā, many 

madrasa students and graduates develop a mystical, almost mythical understanding of the ʿĀlim 

Course which leads them to conclude that they do not need to pursue any further formal studies. 

All that needs to be done is teach, and in some cases, carry out individual research. The only 

exception to this attitude are the takhaṣṣuṣ programs offered by madrasas.  

Moreover, English-speaking Deobandīs’ translating the word ʿālim as “scholar” also 

gives students a sense of their unique achievements. While it is true that the word ʿālim can be 

translated as “scholar,” the semantic field of the former is much broader than that of the latter, 

especially as it is used today. In contemporary English usage, the word scholar is “reserved” for 

those possessing expertise in some branch of knowledge, and this expertise is mainly judged 

through the acquisition of a doctorate, which entails making an original contribution to 

knowledge, i.e. a dissertation averaging around 300 double-space pages. The word ʿālim, on the 

                                                 
28 Most South Asian madrasas teach one text of uṣūl al-tafsīr, namely al-Fawz al-kabīr of Shāh Walī Allāh (d. 

1762), and a single text of ʿulūm al-Qur’ān, namely al-Tibyān of al-Ṣābūnī. Most Western madrasas teach neither. 

  
29 In Western madrasas, falsafa is often entirely absent, and training in manṭiq is often limited to three introductory 

primers, two in Urdu and one in Arabic. The Urdu works are Taysīr al-manṭiq of Gangohī and Tashīl al-manṭiq of 

Bāndvī, and the Arabic one is Al-Mirqāt of Khayrābādī.   
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other hand, can be used for someone who has general training in Islamic sciences, as well as for 

someone who possesses expertise in one or more of them. In other words, the word ʿālim can be 

used for those with madrasa degrees, as well as for those with BA’s, MA’s and/or PhD’s in an 

Islamic science from an Islamic university. As is obvious, producing research is not a necessary 

requirement of being an ʿālim.30  

To tackle this confusion, the approach adopted by Arab educational systems especially 

those in Egypt and Saudi Arabia can be useful, at least at the conceptual level. One can, of 

course, argue about the inadequacies of their systems in terms of implementation, especially the 

decoupling of ʿilm and ʿamal, but in conceptual terms, I think they have gotten it right. As a 

standard procedure, all students in those countries have to finish twelve years of basic schooling 

before they can enroll in an Islamic college or university. Those choosing to do so start preparing 

early by enrolling in a madrasa sharʿiyya or a maʿhad sharʿī, which are basically high schools 

with a heavy dose of Islamic content, and can be seen as the equivalent of the first half of the 

ʿĀlim Course as taught in Western madrasas. Later on, those wanting to pursue higher studies, 

enroll in Islamic universities, where they can acquire BA’s, MA’s or PhD’s in various Islamic 

sciences.  

This multi-tiered system allows students to clearly know what they have studied and what 

they have missed, which is crucial for checking delusional tendencies. Moreover, with each 

ascending degree, students acquire greater depth in their chosen field and ability to conduct in-

depth research, which allows them to produce scholarly works of a good quality. One only has to 

compare the scholarly (read research) output of the graduates of Islamic universities with those 

of madrasas. Most Deobandī madrasa graduates today have become consumers of research 

produced by others, i.e. those very people whose commitment to “authentic” Islam is itself 

questioned. This is true of Deobandīs in South Asia as well as in the West. This is not to deny the 

excellent work of transmitting Islamic sciences that Deobandī madrasas have accomplished. 

However, this does not equate to production of new knowledge. Commentaries on major works 

of Ḥadīth or fiqh, or teaching aids for textbooks can barely be called new knowledge since they 

                                                 

30 The question of titles prevalent among the Deobandī community such as ʿālim, mawlānā, shaykh, muftī, Shaykh 

al-Islam, Muftī-e-Aʿẓam, etc. deserves detailed treatment. I hope to tackle that in a separate paper, Allah willing. For 

now, I would like the reader to note that excessive use of grand titles which do not always conform to reality has led 

to a trivialization of these titles which is affecting the degree of respect that common Muslims have for the ʿulamā.  
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are mostly new combinations of research by earlier ʿulamā. Even fatwas which are supposed to 

be a response to a new situation often only entail repetition of an old fatwa. This, despite the 

need to systematically address Western thought and the dire situation facing Muslims in Western 

lands.  

 

4.0: ISLAMIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE US 

Having looked at the history of Islamic higher education especially as it developed in South Asia 

and the Middle East, let us now look at the state of Islamic higher education in the US. Four 

main streams of Islamic higher education can be identified in the US, based on the educational 

backgrounds, intellectual orientations, and approaches to Islamic education of the founders of 

these institutions. These streams are not always mutually exclusive since some institutions offer 

programs that fit in two or more categories. As such, these categories should only be seen as 

ideal types, and are employed here only for the sake of improving our understanding of the 

situation. I discuss each of these below. 

 

1. Madrasas: 

The largest category of Islamic institutes of higher learning in the US comprises madrasas 

(Islamic seminaries), often labelled Darul Uloom (i.e. dār al-ʿulūm). Most of these were inspired 

by the Deobandī madrasa movement of South Asia.31 They were founded and are run by 

graduates of Deobandī madrasas, and maintain links with the broader movement through 

teacher-student, shaykh-murīd networks, Tablīghī Jamāʿat, and other means. Many of these 

madrasas offer a standard 6-7 year ʿĀlim Course that encompasses all the major areas of Arabic 

and Islamic studies with a heavier focus on the study of Ḥanafī fiqh and of Ḥadīth. There are 

perhaps thirty or more such madrasas across the country, maybe even more since many of them 

do not maintain websites. Not all of them are yet offering the full ʿĀlim Course but their 

programs are designed in such a way to eventually provide the full ʿĀlim Course. None of these 

madrasas are accredited by any official agency in the US. Thus, their main recognition is within 

                                                 

31 There are some Barelvī madrasas in the US as well. However, their impact is quite limited compared to Deobandī 

ones. Therefore, I will focus on Deobandī madrasas in this paper.  
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the community, primarily among those affiliated or familiar with the Deobandī movement and its 

madrasas. These madrasas can be divided into the following two broad groups: 

a) The larger group of madrasas tends to stay close to the franchise model of Deobandī 

madrasas as they have developed in South Asia, and then South Africa and the UK. 

Prominent examples of such madrasas include Darul Uloom New York in NYC, Darul 

Uloom al-Madania in Buffalo NY, Darul Quran Wassunnah in NYC, etc. Many of those 

madrasas which do not maintain websites or whose websites have minimal information, 

fall into this category.  

b) The second group of madrasas comprises those institutions who have chosen to make 

significant changes to their curricular content and/or educational structure. There are at 

least six madrasas that fall into this category, three of them located in suburban Chicago. 

These are the Institute of Islamic Education (Elgin IL), Darul Qasim (Glen Ellyn IL), 

DarusSalam Seminary (Lombard IL), Qalam Institute (suburban Dallas), the Institute of 

Knowledge (eastern Los Angeles), and Madrasat al-Ḥasanayn (Indianapolis).  

They key differences between these two categories of Deobandī madrasas are 

three-fold. Firstly, the second category of madrasas are more open to making significant 

changes to the curriculum either by adopting texts from the Middle Eastern Islamic 

scholarly traditions or even modern texts. Secondly, they generally focus on recruiting 

older students, i.e. those who have already completed high school. DarusSalam Seminary 

and Madrasat al-Ḥasanayn are outliers in this sense because like most other Deobandī 

madrasas, they accept younger students into the ʿĀlim Course as well. Lastly, most of the 

madrasas in the second category use English as the language of instruction unlike many 

other madrasas belonging to the first category which still use Urdu. 

 

2. Arab-inspired Islamic Universities: 

Besides the madrasas, there are also many Islamic colleges and universities in the US that are 

modeled on the ones operating in the Arab world such as al-Azhar University and the Islamic 

University in Madina. Examples include Mishkah University in Houston, Islamic University of 

Minnesota (IUMN) in Minneapolis, American Open University, Madina Institute in suburban 

Atlanta, etc. Many of these are accredited but only by overseas institutions and not local 
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accreditation agencies. These institutions are not as numerous as madrasas, and often have 

significant online programs. Like their counterparts in the Arab world, they offer standard 

degrees (BA’s, MA’s and PhD’s) in Arabic and Islamic studies with majors in Qur’anic Studies, 

Ḥadīth Studies, fiqh wa uṣūluh, ʿaqīda, etc.  

 

3. American-inspired Islamic Colleges 

There are also institutions that are modeled on Western colleges and universities. Examples 

include Zaytuna College in the Bay Area (California) and American Islamic College (AIC) in 

Chicago. The main difference between these two and the institutions modeled on Arab Islamic 

universities is the degree to which Arabic is used as a medium of instruction, the choice of 

majors, and the number of faculty which has received degrees from  Western universities.  

 

4. Informal/Formal Ḥalaqas 

Lastly, there is the somewhat informal system which does not focus on multi-year degrees as 

much as it does on ijāzas (certificates to narrate or teach). Sometimes these ijāzas are given after 

actual study of a text with a teacher, and sometimes after merely reading it to a teacher. In other 

cases, these ijāzas are given after completing a course. This category of institutions can also be 

divided into the following three groups: 

a) The first group comprises informal ḥalaqas. Some of these take place in people’s homes, 

others in mosques. This group also includes maqras (reading sessions) where students 

come together, often online, to listen to a reading of a text.  

b) The second group consists of institutions that are basically formal versions of a ḥalaqa 

system. They offer various independent courses that involve either reading a particular 

text or a set of readings dealing with a particular subject. Examples include Ribaat 

Academic Institute, Safina Society, Al-Madina Institute (DMV region), and SeekersHub 

(based in Toronto). Lesser known institutes in this category tend to have a short shelf line 

mainly because they revolve around one prominent personality and when he/she leaves 

the area, the institute folds, only to be resurrected elsewhere with a different name.  
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c) The third group comprises institutions that have moved towards multi-year courses 

somewhat similar to Deobandī madrasas with the difference that their curricula are not as 

stable as many Deobandī madrasas and their intellectual/sectarian orientation (tayyār 

fikrī) is rooted in Muslim countries outside of South Asia, namely the Arab Middle East, 

North Africa, Turkey and West Africa. Examples of such institutions include Tasyeer 

Seminary in Knoxville TN and Sunna Institute in Houston.  

As can be seen from the typology given above, Deobandī madrasas comprise just one 

category out of the four categories of the institutions of Islamic higher education in the US. 

Moreover, even among themselves, Deobandī madrasas do not always have a standard 

curriculum or the exact same program structure.  

 

4.1: Islamic Studies in Non-Islamic Institutions 

Among the non-Islamic institutions in the US offering graduate degrees in Islamic studies, there 

are the following two main categories: 

1. The largest category comprises secular universities that have a long history of offering 

graduate degrees (MA’s and PhD’s) in Islamic studies. Historically, most of these 

programs were offered by area studies departments such as Near Eastern Studies (NES) 

or Near Eastern Languages & Cultures/Civilizations (NELC). In the last decade or so, 

increasing number of Islamic studies graduate programs have been based in Religious 

Studies departments.32 Prominent universities offering programs of this nature 

(NES/NELC and/or Religious Studies) include Harvard, Princeton, UChicago, Yale, etc. 

2. The second category comprises non-Islamic theological institutions (Christian seminaries 

& Divinity Schools) that offer academic programs in Islamic studies. These can be 

further sub-divided into the following two groups: 

a. The first comprises programs that are based in Christian seminaries but are run 

mainly by Muslims. Examples include Hartford Seminary and Bayan Claremont.  

                                                 

32 Religious Studies as a field of knowledge in the Western academy refers to the study of religion as a human 

phenomenon whereas theological study of religion refers to the study of religion from a believer’s perspective.  
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b. The second group comprises those programs that are based in the Divinity 

Schools of otherwise secular universities. These programs draw from the 

academic resources of the secular university but package them in a way that they 

are attractive to practicing Muslims such as facilitating chaplaincy training and 

allowing prescriptive/constructive writing.33 Examples of such institutions include 

Harvard Divinity School and the Divinity School at the University of Chicago.  

  An increasing number of American Muslims are pursuing graduate degrees in Islamic 

studies at either non-Islamic theological institutions or secular universities, many of them doing 

so thinking that there is no difference between studying at an Islamic institution and a non-

Islamic theological or secular institution. If anything, they perceive the latter to be better because 

they are “unbiased” and free of sectarianism. Others choose to pursue graduate degrees in these 

institutions for the sake of recognition in the professional world that their brand names provide.  

Besides this large group of Muslims, there is also a small but growing number of 

Muslims who have received madrasa-style training in Islamic studies and have joined the secular 

academy to acquire research tools that they feel they could not acquire in theological settings.  

 

4.2: Differences between Islamic and Non-Islamic institutions 

At this stage, it would be useful to discuss the differences between the Islamic studies 

courses/degrees offered by Islamic institutions and their non-Islamic counterparts. To begin with, 

it is quite obvious that those studying or teaching in an Islamic institution, be it a madrasa or a 

ḥalaqa or an Islamic university, are doing so ostensibly for the sake of Allah. As such, 

knowledge (ʿilm) and practice (ʿamal) go hand in hand, although the exact nature of tarbiyya can 

range from mere verbal exhortations to strictly enforced madrasa regulations designed to make 

students conform to certain religious ideals. Often the teachers view themselves as spiritual 

                                                 

33 I used prescriptive/constructive in contrast to descriptive. Constructive writing or scholarship in the context of 

religious studies discourse indicates writing done by a believer or an insider, whereas descriptive writing is the one 

which comes from someone whose religious convictions do not matter to his/her scholarship. In general, the secular 

academy only tolerates descriptive writing with respect to religion, and not prescriptive writing. Another way of 

contrasting the two ways of studying religion is the theological vs. religious studies binary, where the latter is 

pursued in denominational setting while the latter is pursued in a secular setting.  
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guides/mentors for their students and consider it their duty to train their students in cultivating 

the knowledge that they are acquiring.  

The case of secular universities is markedly different. Their aim is either to train students 

in languages and literatures of the Middle East (in the case of NES or NELC departments) or to 

train them to engage in a humanistic study of religions including Islam (Religious Studies 

departments). As such, there is no relationship between acquiring Islamic knowledge and 

practicing it. This holds true even if the professor happens to be a practicing Muslim.  

 Besides the relationship between knowledge and practice, the nature of knowledge is also 

very different in Islamic vs. non-Islamic institutions. In Islamic institutions, there is a clear 

centering of ideas and practices that are central to Islam such as belief in Allah and His Prophet, 

Allah bless him and his family and give them peace. Moreover, Islamic history is often studied 

with a view to understanding the unfolding of the divine plan with respect to humanity.  

Secular universities, on the other hand, present a different picture. Because they clearly 

operate on the idea of seeking and imparting knowledge without reference to God,34 the nature of 

academic study especially as it pertains to Islam and Muslims is severely affected. Often 

concepts and events central to Islamic beliefs and practices are sidelined. Thus, a person can 

conceivably graduate with a PhD focusing on Islamic law and still not know how to pray or fast. 

Moreover, because of the particular epistemology and methodology employed in these academic 

programs, untrained Muslim students often graduate with doubts about the faithful transmission 

of the Qur’ān, of the Prophetic Sunna, and about the nature and development of Islamic 

sciences.35  

                                                 

34 The existence of divinity schools in some secular universities should not be seen to contradict this. Such divinity 

schools are relics of the past and operate in a limited space separate from the larger secular environment of these 

universities. Only when an Islamic studies program is based in a divinity school does it come any close to imparting 

theological Islamic training.  

 
35 For most of the twentieth century, area studies departments were dominated by what has been called the 

Orientalist approach to Islam and Muslims. This approach, which had originated in Europe tended to be overly 

concerned with Islamic texts as opposed to the lived experiences of Muslims. Moreover, it tended to view Muslim 

versions of their premodern history with skepticism. Examples of prominent Orientalist scholars include Ignaz 

Goldziher, Noldeke, Joseph Schacht, Bernard Lewis, etc. As a reaction to the overly textual approach of these 

Orientalists, there emerged the Religious Studies approach to Islam which focused more on the lived experience of 

Muslims. Anthropologists played a key role in popularizing this approach. However, because of the dominant 

intellectual trend of postmodernism and because of its humanistic methodology, this approach tends to flatten the 

hierarchies which mainstream Islamic thought had established in the premodern period. As such, the words and 
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5.0: RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the foregoing, I have argued that Deobandī madrasas are not as traditional (opposite of 

modern) as many Deobandis would like to believe. Rather, their origins lie in the convergence of 

the precolonial Islamic educational systems with the modern educational system introduced in 

northern India by the British in the nineteenth century. As such, they can and should be seen as 

responses to the situation obtaining in British India. Muslims in America face a different set of 

circumstances and challenges. On the one hand, there is the great diversity of Islamic 

orientations originating in different parts of the Muslim world, who have established their 

institutions in the US. On the other hand, there is the growing challenge posed by Muslim 

activists based in the Western academy who do not adhere to any “Old World” orientation, but 

derive their understanding of Islam in large part from their training in modern academic 

disciplines.  

 In this environment, many non-Deobandī institutions recognize the need for accreditation 

and recognition, and have structured their academic programs accordingly. They also have a 

model in the form of Islamic universities in the Arab world. The Deobandī madrasas, for the 

most part, seem content to live in their own shells, not too concerned about the lack of 

recognition of their programs.36 This approach may have been justified in the past; indeed even 

seen as a sign of standing up for Islamic honor (ghayra).37 However, continued adoption of the 

same attitude is sure to lead to marginalization of Deobandīs from the mainstream of Islamic 

discourse in the US. Consider the recent discussions on controversial Islamic topics in the 

American Muslim community such as slavery, spiritual abuse, liberalism, feminism, the MeToo 

movement, etc. and see the near absence of any Deobandī voice in them. This, despite the very 

heavy presence of Deobandī Imams and madrasas in the US. One possible reason could be that 

the Deobandī ʿulamā are too busy serving mosques, madrasas, and communities to engage in 

                                                                                                                                                             
actions of an Islamic scholar have no more value than those of a common Muslim. Similarly, there is no intrinsic 

difference between the Qur’an and any written work produced by a Muslim. Furthermore, there is no such thing as 

an authoritative exegesis of the Qur’an. 

36 Even when they are concerned, they often find themselves clueless on how to proceed because of the deeply 

ingrained negative attitudes towards all things “modern” and the almost sacred position of the ʿĀlim Course which 

cannot be tampered with. 

 
37 There are numerous stories in Deobandī literature about early Deobandi scholars who rejected recognition by 

modern universities in British India because that would have compromised their sense of worth.  
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online debates. Another possible reason is that many Deobandī ʿulamā find themselves out of 

depth on these issues.  

Moreover, one should keep in mind that educated members of the American Muslim 

community have certain expectations from “scholars.” Many of these expectations are, of course, 

misplaced but there is also some truth to them. Inability of a madrasa graduate to write a 

coherent paper on any Islamic topic is just one of the problems. It becomes even more acute 

when we consider that an average madrasa graduate has not received any training in modern or 

postmodern thought which is essential for successfully combating the many ills that beset 

Muslim communities. Many a Muslim college student has turned away from traditional Islam 

because his or her local Islamic “scholar” was unable to engage with modern/postmodern 

concepts of self, gender, power, authority, etc.  

It is, of course, correct to criticize Muslim activists and intellectuals with degrees from 

Western universities who want to reimagine all of Islamic thought and practice, and yet make 

basic mistakes in enacting Islamic rituals like wuḍū and ṣalāh, or are wholly not serious about 

worshipping or pleasing Allah. However, there is also something to be said about those madrasa 

graduates who are eager to pontificate about the contrast between divine and man-made laws and 

yet do not know the difference between sharīʿa and fiqh,38 or have no clue about the concept of 

siyāsa sharʿiyya.39  

So what is the way forward? I believe the solution lies in a restructuring of the ʿĀlim 

Course. I envision a three-tiered education system to replace the current 6-7 year ʿĀlim Course. 

The three stages are as follows: Foundation (2 years), BA (4 years), and MA (2+ years). Those 

familiar with Darul Qasim’s (Chicago) system will notice many similarities here but there are 

also important differences. In addition, I also propose the start of a transitional MA program that 

will provide existing madrasa graduates with the tools to seriously engage with the American 

context in which they operate. I discuss each of these proposals below. 

                                                 

38 I have in mind here the distinction between sharīʿa as the totality of all divine commands, and fiqh as the human 

effort to know/understand these commands. Awareness of this distinction is key to maintaining the right attitude 

toward fiqhī debates and to not misconstrue every dissenting opinion as a battle between ḥaqq and bāṭil. 

 
39 Awareness of the concept of siyāsa sharʿiyya as well as knowledge of Muslim political history allows one to form 

a more nuanced approach towards debates on the relationship between democracy and Islam, the role of Islamic law 

in any future “Islamic” state, and such matters. 
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5.1: The Foundation Program  

There should be two tracks offered in this program. A 1-year track would focus mainly on 

Islamic literacy for adults, while a 2-year track would combine study of Classical & Modern 

Standard Arabic with Islamic studies. The 2-year track would provide training equivalent to the 

first 2 years of a 6-year ʿĀlim Course offered by most Western madrasas, while also including 

components dealing with early Islamic history (political, religious and intellectual), Islamic 

theology, and an increased emphasis on all four areas of Arabic language training, viz. reading, 

writing, speaking and listening. This 2-year track can be seen as the equivalent of what students 

study before they enroll at an Islamic university in the Arab world. As is obvious, it is different 

from the current Shaykh al-Hind program offered by Darul Qasim and the Tanwīr program 

offered by DarusSalam Seminary (Chicago), each of which involves only one year of full-time 

study. 

Either of the two tracks of the Foundation program would be suitable for Muslim activists 

and duʿāt. Eventually, I hope that the two tracks of the Foundation program are also offered in 

regular Islamic high schools, with the equivalent of the 1-year track being required, and the 

equivalent of the 2-year track being optional. This would eliminate the need for students to spend 

two extra years after completing their regular high school.  

 

5.2: The 4-Year BA Program (required for future Imams) 

This should be a comprehensive 4-year program whose core would be the training normally 

provided in 3rd through 5th years of a 6-year ʿĀlim Course, i.e. up to and including the Mishkāt 

year. In addition, it should also include components dealing with critical reading & writing skills 

in English, intro to research methods, intro to modern humanities & social sciences, comparative 

religion, and Western study of Islam. Moreover, it should also include study of fatwa 

methodology, qawāʿid fiqhiyya, intro to and practical training in ʿulūm al-ḥadīth, and selected 

readings from the two Muwaṭṭa’s, Sharḥ Maʿāni al-Āthār, and the Ṣiḥāḥ Sitta. The program 

should also contain an optional chaplaincy component. To accommodate all of these extra 

components, some changes will have to be made to the existing components of the 3rd through 5th 

years of a 6-year ʿĀlim Course. 
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With respect to the fiqh side of things, better results can be achieved if a balance is struck 

between studying fiqh texts, proofs of the various madhhabs, and the methodology for narrating 

fatwa (naql al-fatwā) in the Ḥanafī madhhab.40 Currently, the average student graduates from the 

ʿĀlim Course after having extensively studied fiqh texts and the evidences of various madhhabs, 

but often still finds himself at a loss on how to narrate fatwa according to the Ḥanafī madhhab. 

For that, most people have to enroll in a takhaṣṣuṣ fi al-iftā program. I suggest that certain parts 

of the currently offered takhaṣṣuṣ fi al-iftā programs be moved into the BA such as Sharḥ ʿUqūd 

rasm al-muftī, qawāʿid fiqhiyya, and selected readings from fatwā works. This increased 

workload would require making changes to how fiqh texts are studied. Instead of studying Kanz 

al-Daqā’iq in its entirety, only selections could be included, along with those from al-Ikhtiyār fī 

taʿlīl al-Mukhtār. Moreover, study of Nūr al-īḍāh and Mukhtaṣar al-Qudūri can be merged such 

that ʿibādāt are taught using Nūr al-īḍāh while the rest of the abwāb fiqhiyya are taught using 

Mukhtaṣar al-Qudūri. The only fiqh text to be studied in its entirety would be al-Hidāya but this 

would be enhanced by studying it in conjunction with qawāʿid fiqhiyya and with reference to 

works of fatwā so that students understand the madhhab better and do not limit themselves to 

only knowing the evidences from Qur’an and ḥadīth.   

The BA program, as envisioned above, in conjunction with the 2-year Foundation 

program, would be sufficient training for someone to serve as an Imam at a masjid with all of the 

various responsibilities that come with it. The key change here is the more comprehensive nature 

of this BA program as opposed to the current ʿĀlim Course (a mini takhaṣṣuṣ fi al-iftā wa al-

ḥadīth, and exposure to Western thought), and the absence of Dawrat al-Ḥadīth. 

The way I see it, Dawrat al-Ḥadīth is a rushed affair in most madrasas and often does not 

entail complete reading of all the texts. Most students graduate with extensive exposure to ḥadīth 

literature and repetitive discussions of fiqhī ikhtilāf, but with only a superficial understanding of 

ḥadīth sciences. What is currently achieved in most 1-year Dawrat al-Ḥadīth programs with 

respect to ḥadīth and its sciences can be achieved by improving the quality of Mishkāt 

instruction, and giving more time to application of ʿulūm al-ḥadīth along with selected readings 

from texts currently used in Dawrat al-Ḥadīth.  

                                                 

40 I have purposely chosen the word “narrating” because most so-called muftis of today are basically trained to 

narrate fatwa. Giving fatwa is a different level altogether since al-muftī ka al-mujtahid. The current quality of 

training in Deobandī takhaṣṣuṣ fi al-iftā programs do not prepare one for that level, exceptions notwithstanding.  
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5.3: The MA Programs 

I envision a number of MA programs, each of which would be a more streamlined version of the 

current takhaṣṣuṣ programs offered at various madrasas. Thus, I envision MA’s in Qur’anic 

Studies, Ḥadīth Studies, Islamic Thought/Theology, Islamic Law, and Islamic History. Each of 

these would require at least two years of coursework and an MA thesis. 

With respect to the MA in Ḥadīth Studies, I envision a program that combines readings of 

texts currently used in Dawrat al-ḥadīth with extensive practical training in ʿulūm al-ḥadīth 

beyond what would be achieved in the BA program. I envision the MA in Islamic 

Thought/Theology as providing extensive training in not just classical Islamic theology and its 

ancillary sciences such as manṭiq and faslafa but also Western thought especially in the areas of 

epistemology, moral philosophy, philosophy & methods of social and natural sciences, secular 

theories of religion, etc. This MA would also include a study of various Muslim responses to 

modernity.  

I envision the MA in Islamic Law as being an improved version of the current one to two 

year takhaṣṣuṣ fi al-iftā programs offered by Deobandī madrasas. This MA would also include 

components overlapping with the MA in Islamic Thought/Theology, especially those related to 

Western thought. Eventually, I hope these MA programs can evolve into 4-5 year PhD programs 

depending on the availability of qualified faculty and other resources. 

 

5.4: The Transitional MA Program 

One question still remains, how would existing madrasa graduates adjust to the new system? Or 

more precisely, how will madrasas employ their existing teachers to affect these changes? As for 

the components dealing with ʿulūm sharʿiyya, the adjustments should not be difficult since there 

are many madrasa graduates who have also done takhaṣṣuṣāt in fiqh and Ḥadīth. It is just a 

matter of carefully assigning texts to those actually qualified to teach them. The bigger issue is 

that of making room for a study of Western thought from an Islamic perspective.  

 There seem to be two possible solutions to this problem. One is for madrasa graduates to 

join secular universities and study Western thought and Western Islamic studies there. There are 

some madrasa graduates who are already pursuing this. Hopefully, these people can bring their 
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newly acquired knowledge to the madrasas provided madrasa authorities are open to it. However 

since many of the madrasa graduates in the Western academy operate alone, the process of 

deciphering Western thought and analyzing it from an Islamic perspective is a slow and painful 

one. In the absence of any other alternative, many madrasa graduates will probably continue to 

choose this option.  

The second possible option is to create a transitional MA program that would bridge the 

gap between the existing ‘Ālim Course and the Western context in which Deobandī ʿulamā 

operate. I propose this MA program initially be taught over the course of 1 year divided into two 

semesters, the first one dealing with Western thought and civilization, and the second one 

dealing with Islamic thought and civilization. During the course of the first semester, students 

will hopefully develop an appreciation of what the West is as a civilizational entity, what forces 

and ideas have gone into the making of a modern Westerner, how that has affected the world we 

live in today, and how that affects Western study of Islam and Muslims.  

 The second semester will be dedicated to a study of Islamic thought and civilization. This 

will entail studying the key sources (Qur’an, Sunna and premodern extra-revelatory influences) 

and key aspects of Islamic thought (theology, law, spirituality and philosophy) but in a way that 

combines the indigenous Islamic scholarly tradition with Western academic study of Islam. 

Through this method, it is hoped that students will develop a better understanding of Islamic 

intellectual history, and the challenges that contemporary Islamic thought faces. It will also help 

them identify those areas where more work needs to be done by ʿulamā in order to make divine 

guidance available to humanity.  

 

6.0: CONCLUSION 

In this paper, I have tried to tackle a number of key issues that are relevant to any discussion of 

the future of madrasas in the US. I began by examining the history of Islamic higher education in 

the Muslim world, especially South Asia and Middle East. I have demonstrated that these various 

streams of Islamic education are a mix of the traditional and the modern, and none can truly 

claim to be more “authentic” than the other in institutional terms. The key feature that makes any 

educational institution Islamic is the substance of what is taught there and the way it is taught, 
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i.e. whether taʿlīm goes hand in hand with tarbiyya or not, and the extent to which devotion to 

Allah, His dīn and His Prophet, Allah bless him and his family and give them peace, is a part of 

the academic program.  

 I have also highlighted the various streams of Islamic higher education in the US, which 

are divided perhaps evenly between those originating in South Asia and those originating in the 

Middle East. I have also described in some detail the growing presence and challenge posed by 

those Muslims who have studied Islam only or primarily in a secular setting. This diversity of 

Islamic higher education in the US coupled with the insistence of many Deobandis on a unique 

ʿĀlim Course that is untranslatable to “modern” degrees risks making Deobandī ʿulamā even 

more marginalized than they already are. As a solution to these problems, as well as a means of 

improving the ʿĀlim Course, I have proposed a restructuring of the existing ʿĀlim Course into a 

three-tiered system comprising a Foundation program (2 years), a comprehensive 4-year BA, 

followed by MA’s in various Islamic sciences. In this scheme, the BA program in conjunction 

with the Foundation program would provide enough training for a person to serve as an Imam. 

The comprehensive 4-year BA would provide extensive training in major Islamic sciences, as 

well as a broad introduction to modern Western thought through a study of modern humanities 

and social sciences.  

As part of this restructuring, I have also called for separating Dawrat al-Hadith from the 

BA and making it a part of an MA in Hadith Studies. It is highly likely that most Deobandī 

madrasas will resist converting Dawrat al-Ḥadīth into a 2-year MA in Ḥadīth Studies. However, 

as long as the rest of the ʿĀlim Course is restructured, I believe a lot can be achieved. As a 

transition from the existing system to the new system, I have also proposed the creation of a new 

1-year MA program that would train existing madrasa graduates to become well-rounded 

ʿulamā. Even if American madrasas refuse to make all the other changes that I have proposed, 

this one program is something that I believe they must undertake. And Allah alone gives success.  

 

 فاحلمد لِلٰه الذي بنعمته تتمُّ الصاحلات
  به أمجعنياصحأآله و ان وموالان حممد وعلى صٰلى هللا تعاىل على خري خلقه سيدو 
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